Abstract Class imbalance has become a big problem that leads to inaccurate traffic classification. Accurate traffic classification of traffic flows helps us in security monitoring, IP management, intrusion detection, etc. To address the traffic classification problem, in literature, machine learning (ML) approaches are widely used. Therefore, in this paper, we also proposed an ML-based hybrid feature selection algorithm named WMI_AUC that make use of two metrics: weighted mutual information (WMI) metric and area under ROC curve (AUC). These metrics select effective features from a traffic flow. However, in order to select robust features from the selected features, we proposed robust features selection algorithm. The proposed approach increases the accuracy of ML classifiers and helps in detecting malicious traffic. We evaluate our work using 11 well-known ML classifiers on the different network environment traces datasets. Experimental results showed that our algorithms achieve more than 95% flow accuracy results.
our work using 11 well-known ML classifiers on the different network environmentis important to design a method for flow classification that solves such kind of class imbalance problem.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid mechanism called WMI_AUC to overcome the class imbalance problem. Our algorithm WMI_AUC includes two different metrics for feature selection: (1) weighted mutual information (WMI) and (2) area under ROC curve (AUC). Mutual information is a known technique that defines relationship between two packets. In literature, this is intensively used for feature selection [11, 12] . Whereas, AUC is also a known metric used to define the performance of ML classifiers [13, 14] . In this work, for the first time in ML classification research, we propose to use both metrics together that help in the selection effective features in imbalance traffic classification. Together, they also increase the accuracy of ML classifiers. However, in order to select robust features from the selected features, we proposed RFS algorithm. The detailed contribution of work is given below:
• Our proposed algorithm searches the highest WMI values and then assigns them to features that help in differentiating the minority class from the majority class.
After filtering the features with WMI metric, WMI_AUC selects the features that achieve the highest AUC value of specific ML classifier. However, we use WMI metric combined with AUC metric. In order to deal with the robust and stable features selection problem, we design robust features selection (RFS) algorithm. The proposed algorithm is able to select the robust and stable features from the results achieved by WMI_AUC algorithm on different utilized used datasets.
• RFS algorithm includes two steps: occurrence frequency of the selected features and mean of metric values of the selected features. Dealing with the impact of class imbalance in instant messaging (IM) flow-based traffic classification, we present the robust selected features and report their metric values.
• Our experimental results show that flow-based selected features are marked as discriminative power features for classifying IM imbalance applications traffic and can achieve more than 95% accuracy. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 demonstrates related work. The detailed methodology and our proposed WMI_AUC and RFS algorithms are given in Sect. 3. Section 4 discusses the evaluation. Section 5 presents the experimental results and analysis, while some analysis and discussions are given in Sect. 6 . At the end, Sect. 7 concludes our paper and discusses the future work.
Related work
In our previous works [15] [16] [17] , we applied ML algorithms in flow-based identification for the classification of IM applications, we achieved high promising accuracy results and improved the performance of the utilized ML algorithms. Similarly, several studies in the past [8, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] have also applied ML algorithms for flow-based traffic classification, bandwidth management and security analysis. However, most of them are related to improving the performance of classification using ML algorithms. These proposed approaches were able to achieve more than 80% flow classification accuracy using different network environment datasets. Considering the flow classification accuracy, class imbalance also affects the performance of the conducted ML algorithms. It is difficult for the traditional ML algorithms to classify internet traffic accurately when the data distribution is imbalance and changes occur time to time. These data distribution imbalance changes arise sufficient in IM applications traffics and most of the literature works classify these traffic with less accuracy values about 80% due to ineffective features selection which is less accuracy for accurate traffic classification. This paper for the time studies the IM application imbalance traffic flow classification using effective features selection. In 2007, Auld et al. [20] found that, in training data, the accuracies of applications differ with respect to the number of instances of that application. They collected their training data with majority class of WWW traffic application whose accuracy reached up to 99.8% in the best case, and 70% in average case. To overcome the imbalance problem and maximize the average class accuracy, they used sampling method and form each class with the same proportion of training data. Similarly, Cieslak et al. [21] also used the sampling method for imbalance problem in network intrusion data sets. But, due to altering the original class distribution, the sampling methods were criticized. Nechay et al. [22] proposed two different novel ML classifiers based on Neyman-Pearson and Learning Satisfiability framework. Chen and Wasikowski [25] pointed out that it is more difficult for solve class imbalance when the dimensionality is very high. They also point out that it is very difficult for both the sampling methods and algorithmic methods to solve the class imbalance problem effectively when the dimensionality of flow-based features is very high.
Feature selection is very crucial for handling class imbalance problem and to manage security policy. In 2000, Der Puttern and Somere [26] showed that feature selection is more important as compared to classification algorithm for the optimization of performance. They showed that feature selection technique is more important as compared to classification classifiers. However, most of the proposed techniques failed to consider the relation between class distribution and features selection [8, 20, 23, 27, 28] which does not give very promising classification results. In 2010, Lim et al. [29] studied and analyzed the traffic flow features. They also studied the impact of class distribution on features. To understand the feature selection metrics, Zheng et al. [28] studied and analyzed feature selection metrics that affected the classification performance. Chen et al. [25] presented feature selection metrics using approximation to the area under curve (ROC) metric. Similarly, for the effective features selection Kamal et al. [30] proposed feature selection techniques to identify significant features from imbalanced data sets. The proposed techniques are balanced minority repeat, higher weight and differential minority repeat. Wasikowski and Chen [31] compared seven feature metrics and develop three different types of method considering imbalance traffic classification. They showed that signal to noise correlation coefficient and feature assessment by sliding thresholds (FAST) are very effective for feature selection in imbalanced traffic classification. More et al. [32] presented feature selection and feature extraction methods for internet traffic classification. They used whole flow and extracted 248 statistical features such as packet size, average packet size, maximum and minimum statistical features. Using these statistical features, they got very promising performance results for internet traffic classification. However, but in real circumstances, it is not effective for network traffic classification [33] . Recently, in 2012 Zhang et al. [13] proposed two different algorithms for imbalance traffic classification. They select robust features with AUC metrics for traffic flow classification. Moreover, they used true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) for the experimental results evaluations and also showed that their proposed algorithms can achieve more than 90% flow accuracy results for traffic flow classification. In 2016 Peng et al. [34] showed and analyzed the effectiveness of statistical features for early stage internet traffic classification. Bernaille et al. [35] studied features selection problem and select packet size as a feature, while extract some statistical features from it. They used K-Means, GMM and HMM model for internet traffic classification. Lim et al. [29] extract statistical features from packet size and used the extracted features with connection level for internet traffic classification.
However, studying the above given literature, it is important to select the effective and stable features for IM imbalance traffic flow classification. In Fig. 1 we have shown the basic concept of effective feature selection process consisting of four steps: on subset generation, subset evaluation, decision maker and subset validation. A feature is selected if it contains all the required information, otherwise discarded.
To solve the above-mentioned problem, in this paper, we propose two different features selection algorithms known as WMI_ AUC and RFS for the classification of IM application accurately. WMI_AUC algorithm proposed to handle class imbalance problem when the traffic flow dimensional are very high. It is very important for the internet traffic flow classification, when the whole network application traffic flow distribution is imbalanced. After selecting features based on WMI_AUC algorithm, RFS algorithm is used to select robust features for IM application traffic classification. In the first step, datasets are developed in two different network environment named HIT Trace 1 and NIMS dataset. Then 23 statistical features are extracted. In the third step, the proposed algorithm is used for the selection of effective features, which is the combination of WMI metric and AUC metric. After applying WMI_AUC algorithm the control pass to Selected Set step to group and sort the selected features. Now to overcome the class imbalance problem and filter the results achieved by propose algorithm, RFS algorithm is conducted. RFS algorithm selects the features that are efficient for imbalance traffic classification. And then the control transfer to the Best Features Set includes on effective features. Finally the ML classifiers are conducted in the Final Set Validation step to validate the selected features selected by proposed algorithms. The details descriptions are given below.
Feature selection metrics

Metric based on MI
Mutual information (MI) is extensively used for feature selection [11] , image processing [12] , and speech recognition [36] and so on. It is the measure between two random variables X and Y of mutual dependences. It states the amount of information held by random variable. In information theory, it is defined as:
The relationship between mutual information and entropies
In Eq. Fig. 3 . According to Shannon's definition of entropy [37] , we have:
(1), H (X ) and H (Y ) are the marginal entropies of X and Y , respectively, while the H(X|Y ) and H(Y |X) are the conditional entropies. Similarly, the joint entropy of X and Y is H (X, Y ). From the perspective of set theory, the relationships among H (X ), H (Y ), H(X|Y), H(X, Y) and I (X ; Y ) are shown in
where p(.) shows the probability function of random variables. As in [38] for MI analysis, they use Eq. (3) in Eq. (1). We use the same method that they have applied for mutual information analysis.
While for continuous random variables, the summation is replaced by a definite double integral:
Weighted mutual information (WMI) metric
To address the class imbalance problem, we use WMI metric based on weighted entropy. If the total number of features N , the weight value is calculated as:
In Eq. (7) ni shows the number of feature assigned to features set, then we can get the weighted WMI between two variables describe as:
In Eq. (8) 
(X, Y ). From the perspective of set theory, the relationship among H w (X ), H w (Y ), H w (X|Y ),H w (X, Y ) and I w (X ; Y ).
According to Shannon's definition of entropy, we have:
Whereas, for continuous random variables, the summation is substituted by a definite double integral:
For the analysis of mutual information computation, there is several open source software. These software packages are freely available over internet, but for our study we use Pengs mutual information MATLAB toolbox [37] .
Area under the Curve (AUC) metric
After using WMI metric, it is important to select the optimal features for a particular ML classifier from the selected data. For this purpose, we applied wrapper method which is based on area under the ROC curve (AUC) metric. However, for the classification of application, it is important to use accuracy (ACC) metric. But due to imbalance traffic flow classification, AUC metric is better than accuracy metric for this study and useful to rank the features. In this paper, the highest AUC metric values show that ML classifier can get effective performance results. AUC metric is very useful for measuring the performance in imbalanced data. Therefore, we use AUC metric to rank the features and select those feature which gives the highest AUC metric values.
Feature selection algorithms
In this section, we present our two features selection algorithms: WMI_AUC and RFS, respectively. WMI_AUC first filters most of the features with WMI metric and then filters the selected features with the highest AUC metric for a particular ML classifiers. RFS algorithm is used to select the optimum features from the features selected by WMI_AUC algorithm. Both of the algorithms are given in detail in the following sections.
WMI_AUC algorithm
In this subsection, we describe WMI_AUC with pseudo code as shown in Fig. 4 . As we discussed in the above sections, the dimension of features is always high with respective traffic classification. Thus we filter most of the features with WMI metric to select effective features which is correlated to each other. In our proposed algorithm, there are two steps.
Step 1 is given in line 1-10 in Fig. 4 . Let's say given data set is D with M classes and N features. In Fig. 4 , WMI_AUC algorithm filters most of the features with WMI value. The weight values for each features (line 3) is calculated according to Eq. 6. (illustrated in Sect. 3.1.2). A good feature has greater MI values related to other features. WMI_AUC firstly calculates the value of WMI between each features (line 6). However, if the value of WMI is greater than the predetermined threshold value (line 7), it inserts features in the list in descending order. The greater threshold value speeds up the feature selection process, but decreases the classification accuracy [34] . Thereafter, in line 11 the algorithm will get the list of WMI features set.
In the second step (line 13-26), WMI_AUC algorithm selects effective features with AUC metric for a particular ML classifier. It gets the features from the desire list one by one and find the features that produce high AUC (accuracy) value. Exactly, from line 13-16, firstly it achieves the values of AUC based on S wrapper which consists on first feature list and then it takes the next feature from the list and inserts it into the S wrapper . If the value of features that inserted new feature is of low AUC value, WMI_AUC algorithms remove the features from the list in line 21. Lastly, the S wrapper includes the effective features set.
Robust feature selection (RFS) algorithm
Though, our proposed WMI_AUC algorithm selects effective features to handle the problem of imbalance traffic flows. But due to the diverse traffic distribution of classes, 
Evaluation methodology
This section includes traffic datasets and evaluation criteria used in our experimental work.
Data sets
In this study, we used two different network environment datasets given in Sect. 4.1.1. We use two data sets to show that our approach is not only suitable for only a specific trace dataset, but suitable for both large and small number of instances dataset. Therefore, we applied our approach on both dataset. The detailed descriptions are given below. 
HIT trace I dataset
NIMS dataset
NIMS data set includes packets collected at the authors' research tested network. The data set consists on SSH servers outside connection and application behaviors traffic such as DNS, HTTP, SFTP and P2P traffic. However, we are interested in instant messaging application traffic classification. In this case, we also added NIMS GTalk trace traffic, which includes TCP Gtalk traffic and UDP Gtalk Traffic. Moreover, in NIMS data set, we select only DNS, HTTP, SFTP, Gtalk TCP and Gtalk UPD traffic for our research work study. The detailed characteristics of NIMS data are shown in Table 2 . 
Flow-based features
In this research study, we use the trace traffic as a bidirectional flows connection between the two hosts, where the both hosts have the same 5-tuple for instance source and destination IP address, source and destination port numbers and protocol etc. The forward flows are client to server, while server to clients are backward direction flows. However, we use NetMate tool [40] for the extraction of flow statistical features as shown in Table 3 . While the effective features selected by our proposed approach are (1) min_fpktl (2) mean_bpktl (3) max_bpktl (4) mean_biat (5) std_biat (6) total_fvolume and carry enough classification information for IM network traffic classification.
Evaluation criteria for performance measurements
For the measurement of classification performance results, the confusion metrics is the important and fundamental base of traffic identification measurements. Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix with graphical details for traffic classification measurements evaluation. In Fig. 6 row includes actual class's instances, while column represents predicted class instances. The performance measurements that we used in this paper are described as below:
(i) True Positive (TP) it means that Class Z is truly classified as belonging to Class Z. (ii) True Negative (TN) it means that Class Z is truly classified as not belonging to Class Z. (iii) False Positive (FP) it means that Class Z is not truly identified as belonging to Class Z. (iv) False Negative (FN) it means that Class Z is not truly identified as belonging to
Class Z.
Using these metrics, different performance measurement metrics can be made for the classification performance evaluation [14, 41] . It should be noted that classifiers always minimize the FP and FN metrics values. In this regard, we choose accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and AUC metrics for our classification performance evaluations defined as follows. (iii) Specificity It can be described as to classify negative results. In other words, the ability of ML classifier to identify negative results. Equation (15) shows the mathematically formula for specificity metric.
(iv) Area under Curve It is known as receiver operating characteristics (ROC) [14] . AUC metric can define the performance of ML classifier. In other words, AUC metric shows the trade-off between TPR and FPR, while TPR metric is known as sensitivity and FPR is specificity. Thus we can easily compute the AUC metric by using the confusion metric. AUC = 1 + TPR − FPR 2 Since Specificity = FPR and Sensitivity = TPR (16) Replacing FPR by Specificity and TPR by Sensitivity, we can get
Equation (17) shows the AUC metric. Furthermore, it also shows the average of specificity and sensitivity.
Experimental results and analysis
In this section, we explain the experimental results and analysis. Firstly, we will explain the results analysis of HIT Trace 1 dataset and then NIMS dataset with details applied methods to validate our proposed methods. Figure 7 shows the accuracy results of the HIT Trace 1 Dataset while the details results are shown in Table 4 . The applied ML classifiers get promising accuracy results using selected features set which are selected by our proposed method. However, support vector machine (SVM) ML classifier gets low accuracy results for IM traffic, AdaBoost ML classifier also get slightly low accuracy results for TCP traffic only. The remaining all ML classifiers get very effective accuracy results and classify all the HIT Trace 1 dataset traffic very accurately. Thus PART ML classifier gets the maximum accuracy results for HIT Trace 1 dataset 97.88%. Similarly, FTP application traffics are accurately classified as compared to other applications traffics which is about 99.51%, and then P2P traffics are classified very effectively. However, all the applications traffics flows are classified very effectively using ML algorithms and get very promising accuracy results for HIT Trace 1 data set. Figure 8 shows the sensitivity results of HIT Trace 1 dataset and detailed results are shown in Table 5 . From the figure, it is clear that TCP and UDP traffics are effectively classified with respective to sensitivity results and the remaining applications slightly get low sensitivity results for the HIT Trace 1 dataset. However, all the applications traffics are classified very effectively. Similarly, all the applied ML classifiers get very promising sensitivity results, but Bayes Net ML classifier get the maximum sensitivity results for HIT Trace 1 dataset and then Bagging ML classifier get the maximum sensitivity results, while the performance of AdaBoost ML is very low for P2P, IM, IMAP and FTP, but for UDP and TCP traffic AdaBoost ML classifier give very effectively sensitivity results. Furthermore, SMO classifier also gets low sensitivity results for IM application traffic, but their performance results are continuously increasing with respect to sensitivity results for HIT Trace 1 dataset. Table 6 and Fig. 9 show the specificity results for HIT Trace 1 data set, respectively. From the figure and table, it is evident that all the applied ML classifiers gets very effective specificity result for HIT Trace 1 dataset. However, only for TCP traffics, the applied ML algorithms got slightly low specificity results as compared to other traffic applications. Though, all the applied ML classifiers specificity results are very promising, yet the PART ML classifier gets the maximum specificity results for HIT Trace 1 data set, which is 98.82%. Similarly, all the applications traffics are classified very accurately with respect to specificity results. The FTP traffics are classified with 99.92% specificity results as shown in Fig. 9 and Table 5 . Table 7 and Fig. 10 show the AUC results with details of HIT data set, respectively. From the figure and table, it is clear that the applied ML classifiers give very effective AUC results for HIT Trace 1 dataset. However, only AdaBoost ML classifier gets slightly low AUC result and using Bagging ML classifier shows very poor AUC performance for IMAP application traffic. SMO classifiers also give low AUC results for the FTP and IM application traffic, but its overall performance is good as compared Figure 11 shows the accuracy results of the NIMS dataset, while the detailed results are shown in Table 8 . Using NIMS dataset applied ML classifiers get very accurate accuracy results using selected features which are selected by our proposed two algorithms. However, AdaBoost ML classifier get low accuracy results on average based as compared to other applied ML classifiers. The lifted applied ML classifiers get very effective accuracy results and classify all the NIMS dataset traffic very accurately. Thus RandomForest ML classifier gets the maximum accuracy results for NIMS data set. Similarly, TCP application traffic is accurately classified as compared to other application traffics, which is about 99.29%, while P2P traffic is classified a little bit low as compared to application traffics. However, all the utilized applications traffics are classified very effectively. Furthermore, comparing the accuracy results of NIMS dataset with accuracy results of HIT Trace 1 data set, NIMS data set produces high accuracy results as compared to HIT Trace 1 dataset. In Fig. 12 , it is clear that all the utilized application traffics are classified with respective sensitivity metrics as shown in Table 9 . However, only P2P application traffics are slightly low classified as compared to other traffic applications, while applied ML classifiers also give very effectively performance results. But AdaBoost ML classifier gives very poor performance results for FTP application. Moreover, the P2P application traffic also does not give very good sensitivity results, but their overall performance is good as compared to other application traffic. RandomForest ML classifier gives the maximum sensitivity results for NIMS dataset on average sensitivity results, while AdaBoost ML classifier gives the minimum sensitivity results. However, overall sensitivity results are effective as compared to HIT Trace 1 dataset. Table 10 and Fig. 13 show the specificity results for the NIMS data set, respectively. From the figure and table, it is clear that the entire applied ML classifiers give very promising specificity results for NIMS dataset. However, only AdaBoost ML classifier gives slightly low specificity result as compared to other ML classifiers, while the RandomForest ML classifier gives maximum specificity result for NIMS data set. Similarly, all the utilized applications traffics are classified very effectively with respect to specificity matric. The FTP application traffics are classified very accurately and give the maximum specificity result as compared to other applications traffics. Moreover, the P2P application traffics are classified with minimum specificity results, which are 90.47%. It is very good performance with respect to specificity matric. Table 11 and Fig. 14 show the AUC results with details for NIMS data set, respectively. From the figure and table, it is evident that the applied ML classifiers give very effective AUC results. However, only AdaBoost ML classifier gives low AUC for applications traffics and the rest of the others ML classifiers give very effective AUC results. Similarly, the RandomForest ML algorithm gives highly results values 
Analysis results of HIT trace 1 dataset
Analysis results of NIMS dataset
Analysis and discussion
The results of eleven applied ML classifiers are different with respect to accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and AUC results using two different network environments datasets HIT Trace 1 data set and NIMS data set. However, some information can be learned from the experimental study for instant messages imbalance traffic classification.
-In this work, it is clear that our proposed algorithms: WMI_AUC and RFS select effective features for IM imbalance traffic classification using two different network environment dataset in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and AUC metrics. -From this study, it is clear that our proposed algorithm selects effective features set and it is evident that all the selected features carry enough information for IM imbalance traffic classification such as (1) min_fpktl (2) mean_bpktl (3) max_bpktl (4) mean_biat (5) std_biat (6) total_fvolume and evident by applying machine learning classifiers that these selected feature carry enough classification information. -From the experimental results analysis, it is evident that all the applied ML classifiers performance is effective using both two different datasets. However, only P2P and FTP applications traffic is low classified as compared to other applications traffic because of not enough instances; however, it is also evident that our proposed approaches are able both big datasets and small numbers of instances datasets. -The applied ML classifiers give very promising performance results for IM imbalance traffic classification. Nevertheless, we found that RandomForest and C4.5 decision tree ML classifiers performance results are promising for both datasets as compared to other ML classifiers in IM imbalance traffic classification.
Conclusion
This paper proposed two feature selection algorithms named WMI_AUC and RFS. WMI_AUC algorithm used to select feature from the high-dimensional imbalance data. After using, WMI_AUC algorithm RFS algorithm is further used to select robust feature to be applied into practice. Experimental results show that our proposed approaches were effective for IM imbalance traffic classification in high-dimensional imbalance data. It is evident that applied approaches are able for IM imbalance traffic classification without altering any changes in training data. The features selected by our algorithms perform very well in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and AUC metrics for classifying Instant Messages (IM) imbalance traffic data. The robust features selected by our approaches are (1) min_fpktl (2) mean_bpktl (3) max_bpktl (4) mean_biat (5) std_biat (6) total_fvolume and it is evident that these selected features carry enough information for IM imbalance traffic classification. The applied eleven ML classifiers get very efficient performance results, but we found that RandomForest and C4.5 decision tree ML classifiers with WMI_AUC and RFS algorithms selected features have very efficient performance results. However, our proposed algorithms are very effective for IM imbalance traffic classification.
